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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

VERIDOCS ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH V-DOCS IN
THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS RETAIL INDUSTRY

Thursday, April 14, 2011 (Las Vegas, NV) – Veridocs announced today that
they have signed a distribution agreement with V-Docs, the leading provider
of paperless contract systems to the retail telecommunications industry.
“V-Docs’ outstanding technology in online, paperless contract solutions was
a perfect fit with Veridocs’ identification authentication solution,” said John
Mahoney, executive vice president of Veridocs. Further to this statement, Mr.
Mahoney added, “Our Val-ID service solution will provide V-Docs the ability
to not only automatically populate contracts with a customer’s biographic
details, but to authenticate the customer’s identification in seconds,
increasing the end-user’s operational efficiencies and mitigating risk due to
identification fraud.”
Matt Brannon, sr. vice president of sales and marketing for V-Docs
commented, “Veridocs is a natural fit for V-Docs, as it speaks to our overall
commitment to provide telecom retailers with tools that will maximize their
profits and increase their operational efficiencies.”
When asked how the Veridocs solution provides these results, Mr. Brannon
stated, “The ability to authenticate a customer’s identification at the time of
sale will drastically reduce the number of clawbacks retailers experience
when accounts are initiated with fraudulent credentials. The Veridocs solution
will significantly reduce the amount of time it takes to set up new accounts,
and renew existing accounts by eliminating the need to type in a customer’s
information. This will not only allow retailers to assist more customers more
efficiently, but will eliminate data-entry errors.”
Mr. Mahoney went on to say that the decision to collaborate with V-Docs in
the retail telecom industry was “an easy decision. V-Docs’ excellent
reputation and large footprint in the industry, coupled with their outstanding
customer service makes them, hands-down, the best partner for Veridocs.
We look forward to working with V-Docs to continue to develop solutions that
meet the needs of telecom retailers now and into the future.”
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---About Veridocs: Veridocs is the leading identity authentication and
compliance service provider to industries with significant reputational,
financial or regulatory risks to fraudulent transactions. The Veridocs solution
provides high value customers with simple to use solutions that mitigate risk,
enhance productivity and customer service. For more information, please
visit www.veridocs.com
About V-Docs: V-Docs Paperless Contracts (www.v-docs.ca) has developed
a wireless contract management system combined with a sophisticated
digital signature capture technology. The result is a paperless document
solution, which allows telecom companies the ability to realize the benefits of
simple processing, lower costs, higher efficiency, stronger compliance and
superior customer service.
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